
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carton Contents:     

• Carrying Case 

• HydeOut™ or HydeOut™ XL Blind 

• Tent Stakes Bag 

• Tent Stakes  

• Tie Downs 

• Good Times  

Directions for Use: 

Setup:  To set up, remove the blind from carrying bag.  Square out one wall section by spreading out the material and fiberglass rods and pressing the center 

hub out with the palm of your hand or by pulling it out with the strap until the wall section pops into place.  Next, place the hubs in the palm of your hand, with 

the left and right hub crisscrossed and the orange roof hub on top of them all (Figure 1).  Next, with the 4 hubs in the palm of your hand, raise the hubs off the 

ground and towards the expanded wall and simultaneously flip the expanded wall over your head until the corners are touching the ground behind you (Figure 

2).  Next, with the hubs still in the palm of your hand and while starting to stand up, press the orange roof hub towards the sky, allowing the other hubs to fall 

into place around you (Figure 3).  Press out the roof and then press out all remaining walls.  Next, stake down the blind in each corner with the included tent 

stakes.  Attach the tie-down ropes to each exterior hub straps and stake down for added stability.  NOTE: After you flip the first expanded wall behind you, the 

next few steps should be done in one fluid motion.  If you haven’t done this before, it may take a few tries but it will get easier with practice.         

      WARNING!!!  

• This blind contains fire resistant material, but it is not flame proof!  Do not allow any heat or open flame 

to contact any part of this blind or it may catch on fire and cause injury or death! 

• Do not use a heater or any device that produces fumes in this blind.  Unvented fumes can cause injury or 

death! 

• Do not allow children to play with this blind without adult supervision! 

• Never cover your face with any part of this blind as it may cause suffocation or death! 

• Do not shoot through this blind with a gun or arrow.  It is not a “shoot-through” style blind! 

Congratulations on your purchase of a Rig’Em Right® Hydeout™ or HydeOut® XL blind.  For your 

safety, please read all warning information below prior to using this product.   

 



 

 

Tear Down:  To collapse your blind, remove all stakes and tie-downs.  Fasten all windows in each fasten point by threading the plastic toggles through the 

grommet holes in both the screen and fabric window covers. This will make the next setup easier.  Next, grasp one of the rods adjacent to the orange roof hub 

and pull towards you to collapse the roof panel.  Then collapse all remaining panels except for the panel directly behind you.  Keeping all the collapsed hubs in 

front of you and the expanded panel behind you, flip the expanded panel over your head.  Lastly, collapse the remaining panel and place the blind into the carry 

bag with hubs facing down.   

Additional Information: 

• Do not store the blind if wet.  Dry it out prior to storage.  

• The reflective strips on each side of the blind are removable. 

• When you get your blind setup, we recommend un-toggling all the 

windows and using only the high-viz orange hooks during your hunt. 

• If you plan to hunt before light the next morning, we recommend 

not zippering your blind closed.  Use the silent entry method with 

high viz hooks to close the door so you can be quiet the next 

morning.

 

                                                

 

We hope your Rig’Em Right ® HydeOut™ and HydeOut™ XL blind helps to keep your freezer full of delicious wild game.  Please post pictures using hashtag 

#RigEmRight and be sure to checkout more products at RigEmRight.com. 

Thank you! 
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